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OVERVIEW
One of the largest health care systems in the New York metropolitan area, the 
national epicenter of the pandemic, needed to quickly acquire the necessary 
equipment to meet rising COVID-19 patients. The under-equipped health system 
wanted to accomplish this goal by sourcing and providing reliable workstations for its 
clinicians.  

The organization reached out to Altus who was able to quickly turnaround 100 
powered carts that they quickly dispersed throughout the health system. Within 5 
business days, Altus was able to build and deliver these carts to the frontlines of the 
crisis in New York. Using these workstations, clinicians were able to document EHRs 
near the patient bedside and keep up with patient demand. 
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ALTUS BENEFITS
•   US-Based Supply Chain
•   Doubled Production 
Capacity
•   Shortened Lead Time by 
Prioritizing COVID-19 Orders

“Our entire team 
has stepped up, 

working long hours 
and weekends to 

ensure we can 
quickly get these 

much-needed 
products into 

hospitals.”
- Craig VanderHeide, 

Altus CEO
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INTRO
Altus builds durable, ergonomic and stylish technology workstation solutions to 
improve how clinicians, educators and staff work. As COVID-19 becomes widespread 
across the globe, Altus has remained focused on supporting the needs of the 
healthcare community. Our main core value is “Customer First” and to us, that 
means always being there for our customers when they need us. We strive to earn 
our customer’s trust by providing reliable products and services. Below are five 
examples of how we did that.         
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OVERVIEW
A large health system in Southeast Michigan needed to quickly acquire equipment to keep 
up with the rising COVID-19 cases, but didn’t have the necessary staff to deploy everything. 
They wanted to find a provider that could deploy to each of their sites. 

The health system knew they could rely on Altus and again partnered with us to implement 
our workstations for their clinicians. Within a week and a half, 125 C3 Clio powered 
workstations were built, integrated, and deployed by the Altus team. Clinicians were able to 
receive the equipment they needed to combat COVID-19 as quickly as they did because of 
Altus’ expertise in implementation methods and mission to support the customer every step 
of the way.  
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“Altus prides itself 
on being dedicated 

to the people and 
process. Honest 

and constant 
communication are 

keys to success.”
- Joe Hillebrand,

Altus National Sales Director
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OVERVIEW
A highly ranked hospital system in Pittsburgh, PA wanted to provide staff with workstations 
that were easy to clean and could hold up to the harsh chemicals from the EPAs approved 
list of cleaners to tackle COVID-19. The pandemic had the units experiencing a surge, placing 
a great demand for equipment and resources to support clinicians. 

To care for the increased demand of patients, they needed a cart manufacturer that could 
provide high-quality carts in a short amount of time that could be disinfected without 
diminishing its quality. 

The health system expanded its partnership with Altus, adding 200 non-powered carts in 
a matter of days to their critical care units. By doubling production capacity and tripling 
output during the pandemic, Altus was able to provide carts that can be disinfected against 
viruses in an urgent matter.

WORLD MAP

40 Hospitals
4,900 Doctors

ALTUS BENEFITS
•   Prioritized COVID-19 Orders
•   Quality Craftsmanship
•   Ergonomics & Durability
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3,000+ Physicians

ALTUS BENEFITS
•   American Built
•   Local Service 
•   Proven Implementation 
Program
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OVERVIEW
A health system in California, one of the largest in the United States, looked to support their 
clinicians through the pandemic by not only getting them the equipment that they needed, 
but still taking care of the clinician with an ergonomic workstation. They reached out to their 
trusted partner, Altus to help them accomplish this.  

Within one week 85 custom carts with accessories were built and shipped by Altus. This 
custom workflow solution was deployed, delivering technology and tools on sit-to-stand 
mobile carts, supporting clinician ergonomic comfort while completing work tasks. From the 
monitor support to the keyboard to the mobility of wheels - each part of the workstation is 
adjustable to fit each unique clinician.  

This was accomplished through a US-based supply chain and Altus’ all-hands-on-deck 
mentality between engineering, manufacturing and customer service to support customers. 
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“Clinicians will find that 
new technologies not 

only help them with 
routine processes such 

as hours of EMRs but 
decrease human errors 

that result from long 
working hours and 

workplace hazards.”
- Eric Kahkonen,

Altus CRO
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TX
OVERVIEW
As COVID-19 patient demand began to overflow one particular hospital in Texas, it quickly 
set out to launch roadside testing to serve patients as a short-term strategy. In order to carry 
out this task, the hospital needed mobile and durable equipment to serve on this unusual 
terrain.  

The hospital reached out to Altus and multiple powered carts were deployed within days. 
Altus studies the needs of clinicians and knows a hospital environment is demanding so 
carts are built with an emphasis on durability. Each Altus workstation ensures high-quality 
durability, uses minimal plastic parts and instead is built with die-cast aluminum for constant 
years of use. 
As a result, this Texas hospital was quickly provided with carts they could rely on even in the 
most extraordinary times.  

1M+ Patient Encounterments
130K+ ER Visits

ALTUS BENEFITS
•   Better Quality & Durability
•   Act on Urgency
•   Use of Die-Cast vs Plastic
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Hospital

Altus Inc.

63,000+ Nurses

ALTUS BENEFITS
•   US-Based Supply Chain
•   In-house Design and 
Engineering
•   Full Line of Accessories 
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PLANNING FOR A FUTURE OF POSSIBILITIES
As COVID-19 becomes widespread across the globe, we’re reminded that we are stronger together in 
these extraordinary and uncertain times.  

Patient need for care has increased and personal protection and medical equipment, including carts, 
are in high demand. Altus made shifts in our operations to meet this surge of demand. We dedicated 
more team members to production and optimized our supply chain further to get workstations to 
our customers faster. We quickly launched a ventilator cart and powered telehealth cart to address 
the shortage of vital equipment. Our product development is in full swing for a virtual visitor cart to 
support patients. 

Altus prides itself on its US-based supply chain and we are now, more than ever, proud of our proven 
process in getting carts to our customers in an unprecedented time of need. 

We are grateful for the difference nurses, doctors, and healthcare workers around the world are 
making to the lives of those who have been affected by COVID-19. As we move forward, together, 
Altus remains focused on planning for a future of possibilities within the healthcare community and 
we’ll be here whenever you need us. 

Specialized in the 
Healthcare, Education, 
& Office Sectors

2,500+ Worldwide Customers

Products Offered
• Powered Carts
• Non-Powered Carts
• Medication Delivery Carts
• Wall-Mounted Workstations
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“Altus builds carts that 
last much longer than 

the average 5-year 
life-cycle of other 

workstations. Many of 
our carts consistently 

last over 10 years. We’re 
going to keep doing 

everything we can to 
do our best for our 

customers.”
- Craig VanderHeide, 

Altus CEO
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